
The goal of FC Regina, through its Evaluation process, is to allow players to be placed on teams with players of similar 
ability. We do our best to ensure that all players receive an equal opportunity for selection to the teams. The evaluation 
process consists of 2-3 phases of assessment opportunities, consisting of scrimmages and a Pre-Season EvaluationMini 
round robin tournamentbased on the number of registered players and facility availability.

*Each evaluation session will have aminimum of 3-4 evaluators based on number of athletes per age group.

*Players will be notified of team placement within 7-10 days after the conclusion of the Pre-season tournament.

THE EVALUATORS WILL FOCUS ON THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA:

Ability to control the ball with all parts of their body 

Movement with the ball under control and at speed

Defend and Attack with good awareness,patience and technique

Players that make good, early decisions with and without the ball that show game understanding and tactical awareness 

Involve teammates in the game rather than doing everything themselves

Have the fitness, speed, coordination, and strength to play at the highest level

Stand-out qualities: a player who possesses exceptional skill and unique game qualities, i.e.,Strong in a specific position or role
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PLAYER SELECTION:

Player selection is also based on an ongoing evaluation for players that have been with the club for multiple seasons. The Indoor season will be used as a 
continuation for evaluation for outdoor team selection. Consistent scouting of players throughout the year will by done by the FCRegina coaches and 
Technical Staff.

Team/League format will be determined by numbers and ability of players specific to each age group.

Once players arenotified that they have been selected fora team , they must respond within 48 hours if they areaccepting the 
position, otherwise, they risk losing their spot.

All players selected to the team must be willing to give a full commitment to the team that they areselected for.

The commitment level and time will be set out by the Head coach/FCR Club of the respective team during evaluations. If players are unable to meet the
commitment level, they must let the Head Coach of the team know during evaluations.

The timeline for team selections will be determined by the FCR Club and Technical staff.The date will be posted on the FCR Website

Players should know that the goal of the evaluations is to find the ideal playing level forall players so that they can enjoy the game and develop as much as 
possible throughout the various age/divisions within FCRegina

Players should also remember that Evaluations are different from their regular training sessions. There will be minimum coaching to allow players to freely 
express their abilities on the pitch.

PARENT EXPECTATION:
At the evaluations, it is the parent’s job to ensure the players arrive on time and with the required equipment (boots, shin pads, jacket, water,etc) 
they will need.

Parents must also respect the work of the volunteers and evaluators and allow them to do their work without unnecessary intrusion. Parents will be 
askedto keep to the designated perimeter of the field(s)to keep the evaluation area as clear as possible forplayers and evaluation staff.Parents 
should not shout instructions or coach their child during the evaluation process.
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